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Traditionally, semantic reconciliation was performed by a human observer (a designer or a DBA) [8] due to its
complexity [3]. However, manual reconciliation (with or without computer-aided tools) tends to be slow and inefficient in dynamic environments and does not scale for obvious reasons. Therefore, the introduction of the semantic
Web vision and the shift towards machine understandable Web resources has unearthed the importance of automatic
semantic reconciliation. Consequently, new tools for automating the process, such as GLUE [4], and OntoBuilder
[11], were introduced.
Generally speaking, the process of semantic reconciliation is performed in two steps. First, given two attribute
sets A and A (denoted schemata) with n 1 and n2 attributes, respectively, 1 a degree of similarity is computed automatically for all attribute pairs (one attribute from each schema), 2 using such methods as name matching, domain
matching, structure (such as XML hierarchical representation) matching, and Machine Learning techniques. As a
second step, a single mapping from A to A  is chosen to be the best mapping. Typically, the best mapping is the one
that maximizes the sum (or average) of pair-wise weights of the selected attributes. We differentiate the best mapping
from the exact mapping, which is the output of a matching process as would be performed by a human observer.
Automatic matching may carry with it a degree of uncertainty since “the syntactic representation of schemas and
data do not completely convey the semantics of different databases” [10]. As an example, consider name matching, a common method in tools such as OntoBuilder [6], Protégé [5], and Ariadne [9]. With name matching, one
assumes that similar attributes have similar (or even identical) names. However, the occurrence of synonyms (e.g.,
remuneration and salary) and homonyms (e.g., age referring to either human age or wine age) may trap this
method into erroneous mapping. As a consequence, there is no guarantee that the exact mapping is always the best
mapping.
We present the monotonicity principle, a sufficient condition to ensure that exact mapping would be ranked sufficiently close to the best mapping. Roughly speaking, the monotonicity principle proclaims that by replacing a mapping
with a better one, score wise, one gets a more accurate mapping (from a human observer point of view), even if by
doing so, some of the attribute mappings are of less quality. We have demonstrated, through theoretical [7] and empirical analysis,[2] that for monotonic mappings that satisfy the monotonicity principle, one can safely interpret a high
similarity measure as an indication that more attributes are mapped correctly. An immediate consequence of this result is the establishment of a corroboration for the quality of mapping algorithms, based on their capability to generate
monotonic mappings. We have experimented with a matching algorithm and report on our experiences in [2]. Our
findings indicate that matching algorithms that generate monotonic mappings are well-suited for automatic semantic
reconciliation. Another outcome of the monotonicity principle is that a good automatic semantic reconciliation algorithm would rank the exact mapping relatively close to the best mapping, thus enabling an efficient search of the exact
mapping [1].
Monotonicity is not defined in “operational” terms, since it is compared to an initially unknown exact mapping.
In fact, such an operational definition may not be generally developed, since algorithms may perform well only on
some schema pairs. Therefore, a task for future research involves possible classification of application types on which
1 The use of relational terms is in no way restrictive, and is used here to avoid the introduction of an extensive terminology that is of little benefit
in this paper.
2 Extensions to this basic model (e.g., [10]) are beyond the scope of this statement.
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certain algorithms would work better than others. Best mappings may also be subjective at times (less so in the type
of applications we were exploring, though). It is not clear at this time how an operational definition can be developed
in such cases without personalizing the algorithms to specific human observers. Taken to the extreme, an adaptive
algorithm would rank erroneous mappings higher, simply by following a human observer presumptions. This line of
research is also left for future investigation.
The recent steps taken in the direction of automating semantic reconciliation highlight the critical need of this
research. As the automation of the process has already begun to take shape, often without the benefits of thorough
research, the study is timely. We envision multitude of applications of automatic schema matching to the semantic
Web. For example, we are currently designing smart agents that negotiate over information goods using schema
information and can combat schema heterogeneity.
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